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Have You Heard?

C

With a partner, answer the questions. Check your answers on page 226.

SENSATIONAL FACTS

Have You Heard?

n consider the positive and negative effects of gossip.

rocket launch 180
170

n learn how to make inferences.

165

n learn how to transfer information.

155

n use the Present Perfect Simple and Progressive.
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At the end of the unit you will be able to:

145

 decibel (abbreviated dB) is the unit used to
A
measure the loudness of a sound. Look at the
decibel scale. Copy the decibel scale into your
notebook and fill in the empty spaces with the
sounds below. Check your answers on page 226.

In English there are many expressions related to hearing. For example, when you want
someone to listen to you, you can say, “Please lend me your ear.”
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ambulance 120

How many expressions about hearing can you think of in your language?
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chainsaw 110
walkman 100
95

E

1 Match each picture to an expression.
a

b

c

d

e

hairdryer 90
85
80
75

rock concert

70

washing machine

65

typical speech 60

plane
tractor

Word Sense Expressions about hearing
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rainfall

city traffic

Think of meaningful sounds that reflect your culture. Explain why.
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fireworks / gunshot 140

n ask for and give advice in writing.
 e are surrounded by different sounds. Write
W
down at least four sounds that you can hear now.
Compare your list with a partner. Did you hear
the same sounds?

What percentage of pop musicians suffer from hearing loss?
a. 25%
b. 10%

5	How long is it safe to listen to an iPod at 95 decibels?
a. five minutes
b. two hours
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n use gerunds and infinitives.

A

2

4	Animals that use sound to communicate need good hearing to survive.
Which animal has the best sense of hearing?
a. a dolphin
b. a dog
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n engage in extended conversations.

n	write a paragraph about the advantages and disadvantages
of Facebook.

What is the decibel level of an acoustic guitar?
a. 60 decibels
b. 80 decibels

3	In which countries are sirens used to mark Memorial Day?
a. Israel and the U.S.A. b. Israel and South Korea

In this unit you will:
n learn how we can benefit from research about hearing.
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rainfall
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whisper 20

		 1. I could hear a pin drop.
		 2. He was all ears.
		 3. Careful, the walls have ears.
		 4. Let’s play it by ear.
		 5. We heard it through the grapevine.

2 Now match each expression to its meaning.
		 a. It was passed from person to person.
		 b. You never know who’s going to hear what you say.
		 c. We’ll see how things go and then we’ll decide.
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		 d. He listened very carefully.

10

		 e. There was silence.

5

softest sound
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